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#01
VISION
Boasting magnificent views of the Willems
Canal and an expansive green space,
Willemskaai is the perfect spot for anyone who

LIVING BY
THE WATER,
SURROUNDED BY
GREENERY.

wants to live in a waterside oasis of greenery.
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MAASMECHELEN,
THE BEATING
HEART OF
LIMBURG,
A STONE’S
THROW
FROM THE
NETHERLANDS
AND GERMANY.

#02
LOCATION & SURROUNDINGS
Located near the border triangle,
Maasmechelen is a place where there
is plenty to do. Both nature lovers and
shopaholics can indulge themselves here.
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Waterfront, Parkview and
Dockside: three areas, each with
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their own living concept and
points of attraction.
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AN
OASIS OF
SPACE
AND
TRANQUILLITY.
.

WATERFRONT

Apartments & penthouses
with an exclusive look and
a magnificent view of the
Willems Canal.
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HISTORY

Apartments in natural

Willemskaai is located at the South Willems Canal, near

colours, with large terraces

the former Sint-Barbara shipyard. Ships were built here

and a view of the shared

for years, until the operations were discontinued in 2008.

courtyard.

Since then, the site has been abandoned. Today, this

P42

historic site is given a beautiful second life with the
Willemskaai project.
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“ Willemskaai represents
an environment where
sustainability, design and
nature reinforce each other.”

WELCOME TO AN
EXTRAORDINARY
NEIGHBOURHOOD
Willemskaai adds a new and sustainable living

of greenery. An attractive commercial area along the

environment to Maasmechelen, integrating three different

marina quay provides shopping and recreational facilities

living concepts in three different price ranges:

within easy reach, in addition to numerous shopping

• Parkview, high-end apartments in an oasis of greenery

opportunities just outside the project area. Various schools

and tranquillity.
• Waterfront, exclusive apartments with a magnificent

and sports facilities are located within walking and cycling
distance.

view of the Willems Canal.
• Dockside, luxurious and spacious premium
apartments with a view of the marina.
Located by the water and surrounded by greenery,
Willemskaai represents an environment where
sustainability, design and nature reinforce each other.
Boasting magnificent views of the Willems Canal and
an expansive green space, Willemskaai is the perfect
place for anyone who wants to live in a waterside oasis
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YOU CAN MEET
ANYONE HERE
Many studies have shown that
the integration of young and old
into an organic whole not only
provides psychological benefits,
but also contributes to a better
well-being, for younger as well as
older generations.

THE NEW
‘PLACE TO
BE’ FOR
YOUNG
AND OLD

“ With this concept of
‘intergenerational living’
we uniquely bring various
generations together at
Willemskaai.”

The Willemskaai project gives the entire neighbourhood a

Amenities and apartment types are provided for all ages,

new face and offers many plusses. In addition to a unique

from young families to first-time movers. With this concept

living environment, Willemskaai is also a great place to stay,

of ‘intergenerational living’ we uniquely bring various

perfectly suited to meet family and friends. At the marina

generations together at Willemskaai. In a sense, we are

we create a vibrant commercial quay, with local shops,

going back to the community spirit of a village centre,

inviting boutiques, playthings and cosy hotels, cafés and

but in a contemporary manner, with all amenities and

restaurants. Along the banks of the Willems Canal, you

surrounded by beautiful natural scenery.

can relax thanks to the hiking and cycling opportunities,
while various green spaces and playgrounds provide

Willemskaai is a place where you can live independently

the necessary fun for little children. In short, all these

for the first time, as well as a place where you can live

amenities on the waterfront and amidst the greenery make

independently for as long as possible. Surrounded by

Willemskaai the new place to be for young and old.

natural beauty and a variety of high-quality shops, it is also
the perfect location to spend an afternoon with friends or
family.
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#02
LOCATION &
SURROUNDINGS

MAASMECHELEN,
THE BEATING HEART
OF LIMBURG
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STRATEGIC LOCATION
Not just culturally is there plenty

THE NETHERLANDS

to do here, the professional
opportunities in the wider area
are equally huge.

WILLEMSKAAI
BELGIUM

GERMANY

BORDER TRIANGLE
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Maasmechelen is located at the crossroads of Belgium,

world. Not just culturally is there plenty to do here, the

Germany and the Netherlands, less than an hour’s

professional opportunities in the wider area are equally

drive from Brussels, Antwerp, Düsseldorf, Cologne

huge. The town of Maasmechelen is a part of the Belgian

and Maastricht. This strategic location near the border

province of Limburg and offers many points of interest:

triangle ensures easy access to Willemskaai for

Maasmechelen Village, the M2 shopping mall, the Elaisa

domestic and foreign travellers. Boasting a long history,

Wellness Centre and the beautiful Mechelse Heide nature

the border triangle has evolved into an international

reserve are all within easy reach, within cycling distance

urban area with one of the largest economies in the

from Willlemskaai.
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“ Cycling in
Maasmechelen is
an experience all
year long.”

“ In addition to a unique
living environment,
Willemskaai is also a
great place to stay.”
24
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THE NATURAL
BEAUTY OF HOGE
KEMPEN
Nature lovers can indulge themselves in Maasmechelen,
known for the “Hoge Kempen National Park”, also called

“ The Hoge Kempen
National Park offers great
spots for active outdoor
enthusiasts.”

“Mechelse Heide”. This nature reserve offers great spots
for active outdoor enthusiasts. From the top (104 m) of the
so-called ‘terrils’ in the Terhills hiking area, you are treated to
superb panoramic views of the nature reserve. These slag
heaps consist of excess soil, excavated and accumulated by
the long-gone coal mining industry. As an indelible memory
of the area’s mining history, they are now the high point of
the landscape, offering magnificent views. In August and
September, when the entire heathland turns purple, Mechelse
Heide offers wonderful scenes of natural beauty.

A PARADISE
FOR
SHOPAHOLICS
Maasmechelen was put on the international

range of events creates even more added

map by the unique shopping experience

value. For instance, Fashion Point offers the

in Maasmechelen Village, the ‘Disneyland’

latest collections of high fashion designers for

for shopaholics. In Maasmechelen Village,

women and men. But there is more… opposite

a stone’s throw from Willemskaai, you can

Willemskaai you will find the M2 shopping

enjoy deluxe outlet shopping in a cosy

mall, where experience is key, with many

open-air ‘village’ setting, where you are

brands, supermarkets, hotels, cafés and

welcomed with superior service. In addition

restaurants and a DIY store under one roof.

to exceptional prices for luxury brands, a wide

UNIQUE LOCATION
ALONG THE BANKS OF
THE WILLEMS CANAL

HIKING & CYCLING
PLEASURE BETWEEN
WOODLAND AND MEUSE

The Willems Canal makes its way right

Willemskaai is located on the banks of the

through the provinces of Dutch Limburg,

Willems Canal, where you can go on great

Belgian Limburg and North Brabant. It is a

hiking and cycling trips, while enjoying

lateral canal of the river Meuse and connects

restful views. Cycling in Maasmechelen is an

with multiple important waterways.

experience all year long, since Willemskaai

The 122 km-long Willems Canal runs through

is connected to the famous Limburg cycling

Maastricht, Maasmechelen, Bree, Weert,

network, ensuring hours of sporting fun along

Helmond and ’s-Hertogenbosch, among

varied landscapes with charming villages,

others. This makes it the perfect waterway for

vibrant city centres, numerous cultural sights

both professional and recreational yachting

and pristine nature.

enthusiasts.
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FROM GREEN
OASIS TO VIEWS
ON THE WATER,
SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE.

#03
MASTERPLAN

55.000m2
BUILT-UP
AREA*
The Willemskaai project consists of 3 areas, each with
their own living concept and points of attraction.

WATERFRONT
EXCLUSIVE APARTMENTS WITH
A MAGNIFICENT VIEW OF THE
WILLEMS CANAL
• Exclusive waterfront living
• Views of the Willems Canal

3.000m2
COMMERCIAL SPACE
AROUND THE DOCKS*

• Spacious indoor patio terraces with panoramic views of
the water
• Direct quay access
• Urban character with both private and public areas
• Varied range of 1, 2 or 3 bedroom units

PARKVIEW
HIGH-END APARTMENTS IN AN OASIS OF
GREENERY AND TRANQUILLITY

4 PHASES
PROJECT DIVIDED
INTO 4 PHASES*

• Quiet living amidst the greenery
• Extensive private park garden
• Beautiful sun terraces as an extension of the living area
• Varied range of 1, 2 or 3 bedroom units

DOCKSIDE
LUXURIOUS AND SPACIOUS
PREMIUM APARTMENTS WITH
A VIEW OF THE MARINA
• Living in pure luxury
• Possibility to dock your own yacht in the marina
• Exclusive views of the Willems Canal and marina
• Urban character with semi-public space
• Commercial and vibrant periphery
• Space for fresh produce, boutiques, hotels, cafés,
restaurants and recreation

393
APARTMENTS WITH 1, 2 OR
3 BEDROOMS, DUPLEX UNIT WITH
MEZZANINE AND PENTHOUSES*

P
WIDE RANGE OF
UNDERGROUND PARKING
SPACES, BASEMENTS AND
BICYLCE STORAGE

* indicative figures
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3 ZONES:
WATERFRONT
PARKVIEW
DOCKSIDE

WATER
FRONT

PARK
VIEW

DOCK
SIDE

PHASE 1
WATERFRONT AND PARKVIEW
The first project phase starts with 1 waterside building
(Waterfront) and 4 buildings amidst the greenery
(Parkview).

WATERFRONT
BLOCK WF
• 1 block with 67 apartments
- 1 bedroom (63 – 75m2): 14 units
- 2 bedrooms (79 – 114m2): 42 units
- 3 bedrooms (102 – 193m2): 11 units
• underground car park with 101 parking spaces
• underground basement storage per apartment
• large storage for bicycles
• exclusively residential purposes
• shared private outdoor space for residents
• integrated recreational areas for children and visitors

PHASE 2
DOCKSIDE AND WATERFRONT
In a second phase, premium luxury apartments will be built,
with a view of the marina.
• exclusive architecture and premium apartments
• direct access to the marina
• premium restaurant as a hotspot at the marina square
• local businesses, possibly with a tasting room (bakery,

PARKVIEW
BLOCKS PV
• 4 separate buildings with a total of 54 apartments
- 1 bedroom (65 – 68m2): 17 units
- 2 bedrooms (86 – 119m2): 25 units
- 3 bedrooms (104 – 136m2): 12 units
• underground car park with 61 parking spaces –

cheese shop, butcher, wine shop,…) on the ground floor
• other boutique shops (flower shop, hairdresser, beauty
salon, pharmacy, ironing and cleaning service…)
• possibility of 1 smaller city supermarket
• liberal professions and services
• recreational area with playthings for children
• marina with an operator and clubhouse

car park connected per 2 buildings
• underground basement storage per apartment
• large storage for bicycles
• exclusively residential purposes

PHASE 3

• shared private garden for residents
• integrated recreational areas for children and visitors

WATERFRONT AND PARKVIEW
In a third phase, 1 more building will be developed along
the Willems Canal – Waterfront type, as well as 3 buildings
amidst the greenery according to the Parkview concept.
This phase is also an exclusively residential phase.

PHASE 4
WATERFRONT
The final phase is the capstone of the Willemskaai project,
offering possibilities for residential apartments, as well as
hotel and/or office functions with a view of the Willems
Canal. The eventual allocation and needs of this phase will
become clear during further development of the project.
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4 PHASES
PHASE 1
WATERFRONT
PHASE 1

PARKVIEW
PHASE 2
DOCKSIDE
WATERFRONT
PHASE 3
WATERFRONT
PARKVIEW
PHASE 4

PHASE 3

WATERFRONT

PHASE 2

PHASE 4

“ Willemskaai offers apartments in
various price ranges, from high-quality
and affordable living in the park to
luxurious living by the water.”

#04
WATERFRONT

EXPERIENCE THE
SURROUNDINGS
TO THE FULLEST.
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#05
PARKVIEW

AN OASIS
OF
SPACE
AND
TRAN
QUILLITY.
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#06
ARCHITECTURE
SUSTAINABILITY
LANDSCAPE

SUSTAINABLE
ARCHITECTURE
INTEGRATED
IN A UNIQUE
LANDSCAPE.
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SUSTAINABLE
TECHNOLOGIES
A key feature of Willemskaai is its focus on sustainable
development. We do not simply create a beautiful
living and working project, but actively think about the
sustainable neighbourhood of the future. In terms of
energy and the sustainable use of materials and space, as
well as in terms of mobility.

• Optimal return thanks to well-thought-out

PENTHOUSES/
DUPLEX WITH
MEZZANINE
• Motion sensors in toilets

orientation
• Superinsulated, maximum living comfort

• Active cooling

(temperature and sound)
• Solar control glass
(cf. engineer’s study)
• Photovoltaic panels
(cf. engineer’s study)
• Highly efficient heating via collective

PARKVIEW
NATURAL COLOURS AND
LARGE TERRACES

air-water heat pump
• Ventilation system D for healthy air and

Parkview consists of 4 blocks, with 4 storeys each.
Typical of the Parkview style is the natural beige-grey
facade colour, that perfectly matches with the green
surroundings. The bricks are glued and placed in an
alternating horizontal and vertical pattern, for a nice
architectural touch. Their optimal orientation gives
the apartments a maximum insolation and view of the
shared park garden. The residents will enjoy spacious,
optimally oriented open terraces as an extension of their

optimal indoor climate
• Underfloor heating
• Bringme – digital concierge system
• Rainwater recovery for shared upkeep
• Electric vehicle charging socket for each
parking space
• Water-saving faucets in sanitary rooms
• General all-off button
• Possibility of domotics expansion

living rooms. The black carpentry creates a beautiful and
contemporary contrast with the façade material. Gravel
roofs with a solar panel section here and there provide a
sustainable roof covering. The units are built on a slope,
positioning the ground floor apartments and terraces
somewhat higher than the shared green space, so that
the residents can enjoy optimal privacy. The ground floor
terraces have direct access to the park by means of a gate
in the balustrade. The entire green space is exclusively
reserved for residents and offers space to hike, rest and
play in peace and safety.

WATERFRONT
TIMELESS WHITE COMBINED
WITH WARM WOOD
Waterfront has a maximum of 7 storeys, playing with
different heights to achieve a balanced architecture.
The block is divided over 5 entrance halls. The exclusive
look of Waterfront is created by combining pure white
bricks in a white concrete rib structure with wood-look
terrace partitions in the facade. For sustainability reasons,

PENTHOUSES
• General all-off button

SUSTAINABLE
TECHNOLOGIES

• Possibility of domotics

• Optimal return thanks to well-thought-out

expansion
• Motion sensors in toilets
• Active cooling

orientation
• Superinsulated, maximum living comfort
(temperature and sound)
• Solar control glass (cf. engineer’s study)
• Photovoltaic panels
(cf. engineer’s study)
• Highly efficient heating via collective 
air-water heat pump
• Ventilation system D for healthy air and
optimal indoor climate
• Underfloor heating

no real wood is used, but glass-fibre sheets with a wood
structure. A dynamic façade is created by alternately filling
in the rib structure sections with white bricks or leaving
them open as internal patios. All apartments have been
designed to experience their surroundings to the fullest.
The façades with a view of the Willems Canal are opened
up as much as possible and the wood-look terrace
partitions ensure a warm touch. The white aluminium
windows contribute to the overall exclusive look. All flat
roofs of the lower volumes are conceived as an extensive
green roof and the highest roofs accommodate solar
panels. The shared outdoor space is laid out as an
urbanised square with organically landscaped greenery,
planter pots and an area with playthings for little children.

• Bringme – digital concierge system
• Rainwater recovery for shared upkeep
• Electric vehicle charging socket for each
parking space
• Water-saving faucets in sanitary rooms
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NZEB AS A GENERAL ENERGY STANDARD
For Waterfront as well as Parkview, sustainable materials

SMART VIDEO TELEPHONY AND
COURIER SYSTEM THANKS TO BRINGME

and the most recent technologies are used. Everything is

The entrance halls are equipped with Bringme’s

geared to minimise your ecological footprint and energy

digital concierge system. A visitor calls at your door?

costs. With Willemskaai, we are building a ‘near energy-

The Bringme Bell shows him directly on your smartphone

neutral’, or NZEB project. Concretely, this means that

or portable videocom. The system also includes a handy

all units have an E-level lower than or equal to E30. As a

Bringme Box: with it, you can collect and return packages

resident, you will not only feel this as significant energy bill

safely and without any contact, even when you are not at

savings, you will also enjoy a 50% property tax discount

home. The antibacterial top coat of the box, hands-free

for a 5-year period. Using the latest and low-maintenance

alcogel dispenser, 24/7 camera security and led night light

technologies means that the apartments will retain their

ensure safety on all levels in the entrance hall.

OPTIMAL RESULT THANKS TO CLOSE
SYNERGY WITH OUR PARTNERS
The visionary and future-oriented design of Willemskaai
is the result of a close and fruitful synergy between
various partners. Consequently, to develop this project,
Capstone Development Group joint forces with parties
that have a solid expertise in architecture, sustainability
and landscaping.
For years now, MaMu Architects has been setting the tone
with beautiful and ambitious construction projects.

value in the long term.

Their team is characterisied by passionate, committed and

• The antibacterial Bringme Box collects mail and

SUSTAINABE USE OF MATERIALS
AS COMMON DENOMINATOR
Where possible, building materials are sourced locally
to limit the ecological footprint. To finish the apartments,
a series of local cooperation partners have been carefully
selected. They work in compliance with a specific ecolabel and/or focus on environmentally sound finishing

‘quirky’ people.

packages and signs in your place
• Includes a superhandy app to take care of everything,

Engineering firm Enerdo supports us with solid advice on

and a portable videocom

technologies and sustainability throughout the project’s

• Residents, visitors and couriers can sanitise their hands

development.

with the hands-free alcogel dispenser
• The Al Guard video camera guards the entrance hall

Engineering firm Momenting takes care of the studies and

24/7, with image storage

optimisation of the stability-related architecture.

materials. Also, as a buyer, you will be advised to select
A label domestic appliances and water-saving faucets will
be fitted as standard in the sanitary rooms.

HIGH-QUALITY AND
AFFORDABLE GREEN SPACE

With Geotec, we have the perfect partner to develop the
public domain.

The entire site is decorated with high-quality and low-

SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY THANKS TO
THE STOP PRINCIPLE

maintenance greenery, thus largely compensating for

The four letters of the STOP principle perfectly summarise

the residents. The buildings are perfectly integrated in the

sustainable mobility at Willemskaai: we prioritise Stappen

landscape and each building has its own accents.

Once more, Avantgarden has succeeded in designing a

the built-up area and keeping the price tag affordable for

magnificent landscape where private and public seamlessly
merge, focusing on tranquility and leisure. In short, an exterior
space where you are warmly welcomed, as a resident and as

(Walking), then Trappen (Biking), then Openbaar vervoer
(Public Transport) and finally Passenger Cars.

a visitor.

In Parkview, the privative interior area is characterised by a
rich biodiversity, with tall trees as well as organic greenery

Willemskaai does not only represent tranquil living,

and wild flowers. The green space is thus converted into

but also sustainable living thanks to the many shops

a tranquil oasis, where both young and old can discover

and recreational facilities within walking distance.

nature all year long, with natural playing elements for small

The integrated cycling path along the public road neatly

children.

connects Willemskaai to the Limburg cycling network and
makes workplaces, schools and recreational hotspots

The privative exterior area of Waterfront is conceived as an

readily accessible by bicycle. In addition, the underground

inspiring, open space where urbanity and green volumes

bicycle storage guarantees optimal and safe cycling

meet. It is the place where people unwind, where they

comfort. The various bus stops in the immediate vicinity

meet and where children can safely play.

facilitate trips by public transport. You prefer travelling
by car? The easy connections with major access roads
will smoothly take you to your destination. We are also
committed to tomorrow’s cars and fit a secure socket in
each underground parking space to charge an electric
vehicle. As a sailing resident, you will also have the wind in
your sails, with piers for boats in the Willemskaai marina.
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NZEB
≤E30

50%

STOP

BRINGME

NEARLY ZERO
ENERGY BUILDING

PROPERTY TAX DISCOUNT
FOR 5 YEARS

WALKING, BIKING ,
PUBLIC TRANSPORT,
PASSENGER

SMART VIDEO TELEPHONY
COURIER SYSTEM
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#07
INTERIOR

PERSONAL
ADVICE
FOR A
PERSONAL
INTERIOR.
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Want to make Willemskaai your new home? Then you can
rely on personal assistance and inspiration, paying close
attention to sustainable materials, design and a custom
finish. We extend our sustainable vision to the interior of
your future home, by guiding you through the market of
bio-ecologically responsible finishing materials. These
materials not only contribute to a smaller ecological
footprint, but also benefit your health, e.g. by banishing
toxic glues and varnishes from your home.

ASSISTANCE FROM A TO Z
We go the extra mile when it comes to your living
environment. Our interior designer assists you attentively
and expertly. She enquires about your vision on living,
your taste, your expectations… in short, your idea of an
ideal living environment, to make your home perfectly
match who you are and where you feel at ease. As a
buyer, you can rely on our comprehensive assistance,
from changes to your floor plan, the choice of materials
and level of finishing to the personalisation of systems
and technologies. You want a fully custom-made interior,
from furniture to bed linen and tableware? We can do that.
Capstone Development Group assists you in every phase
of the building process, with an eye for detail.

HOME IS NOT A PLACE, IT’S A FEELING
With our “Design My Home” tool you can try out various
styles as our customer, by digitally creating your interior.
“Design My Home” is a specially developed programme
that allows you to select and apply finishing materials and
colours in a virtual 360° tour. This will give you a clear idea
of the look & feel you most identify with.
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01

02

03

CHOOSE THE MOOD THAT FITS YOU
In this context, we have developed an interior decoration
model, based on 5 ‘Interior Moods’. In consultation with
our interior designer, your apartment is fully decorated in
the mood or “lifestyle” that suits you best and in which all
elements are each other’s natural component. From the
choice of your floors to the choice of your kitchen, or even
the paintwork and wallpaper, to the selection & installation
of your lighting and furniture.
You can choose from 5 mood concepts, each with their
own atmosphere and designed to your wishes:
Minimal if you prefer stylistic simplicity, Natural if you
like natural, ecological elements, Manhattan if the more
exclusive the better, Cottage if you prefer a country style
and Vintage if you like an eclectic style.

01
02

03
04

MINIMAL

MANHATTAN

The sleek and trendy Minimal represents breathtaking

Manhattan reflects toughness and natural materials,

beauty with a contemporary, fresh and balanced

in perfect balance with a loungy atmosphere, subtlety

character, with black and white as key colour tones.

and luxury.

NATURAL

COTTAGE

The pure Natural interior is cosy, harmonious and relaxing

Cottage brings country living to life in a contemporary

with its natural and soft earth tones.

manner. Natural materials and a balanced interplay of

04

05

antique and contemporary elements characterise the
new homeliness.

VINTAGE

05

Vintage combines pure, valuable shapes and materials
in typical vintage tones and colour accents into a

SPECIAL WISHES?

harmonious interior, in which authentic and pure

You have specific extra wishes? We would gladly hear what we

elements create an eclectic, timeless whole.

can do more for you. Capstone Development Group thinks along
with you, from developing a lighting plan to thorough colour
advice, from furniture to decoration. We advise and proactively
make proposals to bring your plans to fruition. And while being
flexible at all times, the sustainability principle remains our
starting point: we prioritise bio-ecological solutions as much
as possible.
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#08
INVEST

#09
CAPSTONE
DEVELOPMENT
GROUP

development and sale of residential and commercial

SUSTAINABLE AND CUSTOMERORIENTED ARE OUR CORE VALUES

real-estate projects at unique locations in Belgium and

Capstone Development Group guarantees a personal

abroad. Our locations meticulously selected with a view

approach and customer-orientation, going beyond

to creating sustainable living environments that contribute

the customary service. Our passionate team will assist

to a greener future. A development is the creation of a

you from the start to long after a project’s completion.

sustainable living environment, where every little detail

In doing so, we build a sustainable relationship with our

contributes to the bigger picture.

clients. As a buyer, you enjoy individual and tailor-made

At Capstone Development Group we specialise in the

assistance throughout the entire process. As an investor,
you are assured of a maximum return on your real-estate
investment.

WILLEMSKAAI,
THE IDEAL
SUSTAINABLE
INVESTMENT.

“ We create contemporary
sustainable living environments
that contribute to a greener
future.”

Willemskaai is not just a great place to live, it is also

Willemskaai Waterside Living is a project realised

particularly interesting as a sustainable investment. As a

by Capstone Development Group

lessor, you can rely on the assistance and solid advice of

www.capstonedevelopmentgroup.eu

our lease management platform. Within this platform you
have two lease options: furnished or non-furnished.

Our interior design team also offers its services if you opt

INFO & SALES
WWW.WILLEMSKAAI.BE

for a furnished lease. Within a predetermined budget,
the right decoration package will be developed for

you, ranging from furniture to electric appliances and

accessories. Leasing a furnished apartment offers many

This brochure has been created with the utmost care, using data known at the time of the brochure’s creation. However, the brochure is not a part of the contract documents, but is
intended to give interested parties an idea in the preliminary stage. The colours of materials used, the ambient images and artist impressions may differ in reality. Specifically, no rights
can be derived from this documentation.

advantages. Not only will your return be higher, you can
also adjust your lease prices more quickly to today’s
fluctuating market. And since furniture is not moved

frequently, the risk of wear and tear or damage is smaller.
In addition, you will attract an interesting type of lessee,
such as expats.
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IN A
GREEN
OASIS

